
Avionica and ASM Team Up for Innovative
Release with  satLINK MAX™ Iridium SATCOM
STC for A320 Aircraft Family

Avionica and ASM Release  satLINK MAX™

Iridium SATCOM STC for A320 Aircraft

Family

MIAMI, FL, USA, March 25, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Avionica and

Aircraft Systems and Manufacturing,

Inc. (ASM), a wholly-owned subsidiary

of JANA, Inc., announced the

certification approval of a new FAA STC

for installation of the Avionica satLINK

MAX™ Iridium SATCOM system with

avRDC MAX™ Remote Data

Concentrator/Quick Access Recorder

for the Airbus A320 series of aircraft.

Developed for the world’s first operator of the A321P2F series aircraft, this modification provides

the aircraft operator voice/data communications with cellular gate link and future flight deck

wireless connectivity for real-time transmission of flight operations and maintenance quality

assurance data.

Operators across the world are constantly searching for ways to improve outcomes and reduce

unpredicted maintenance events.  “The DATACOM solution that Avionica and ASM are presenting

to the market will be a game changer for companies that want to take advantage of the many

benefits enabled by pairing a powerful RDC/QAR with the global reach of the Iridium SATCOM

system,” said Claudia Espinosa, Vice President of Commercial for Avionica.  Espinosa further

added, “It provides increased functionality and reliability to in-flight operational communications,

which results in increased efficiency in the scheduling and performing of aircraft maintenance -

ultimately leading to decreased downtime and the increased aircraft availability that follows.”

As an FAA PMA-approved manufacturer, ASM provides this solution with comprehensive

installation provisions kits and optional supply of the required LRU equipment, along with full

OEM warranty and support from Avionica. Expansion of the approved design to interface with

Avionica’s avWiFi onboard network server will be certified in Summer 2021 through ASM’s

recently appointed FAA Organization Designation Authorization (ODA-834704-SW) with planned
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integration to support upgrade of existing FANS

architectures in the near-term.

Pete Chilsen, ASM’s Vice President of Sales, believes that

ASM is the perfect partner company to assist Avionica in

bringing this full-system solution to market. “Our talented

design team and our designation as an ODA gives

innovative companies like Avionica a new expedited path

forward in getting their equipment approved for

installation in new airframes, like this one for the A320

series.”  Chilsen further commented, “A powerful new set

of communications options is now available to hundreds of

aircraft owners thanks to a solid STC built around an

exceptionally strong and flexible piece of avionics equipment.”

For more information, please follow this link to learn more on the Avionica satLINK MAX™

Iridium SATCOM system here.  To view details on the ASM STC, please click here.

About Avionica

Headquartered in Miami for 30 years and privately held, Avionica is a world leader in aircraft

data collection and data transmission manufacturer, designing and producing innovative, safety-

qualified, state of the art solutions that are revolutionizing air transportation. Avionica is a world

leader in innovative, miniaturized aircraft data collection and wireless data transmission

equipment*. More than 9,000 of Avionica’s Quick Access Recorders (QAR) have been delivered

around the world, with Supplemental Type Certification (STC) earned on more than 300 models,

including air transport, business, and general aviation aircraft.  For more information, visit

www.avionica.com. Connect with us on Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn.

About ASM

ASM is an AS9100-certified provider of innovative integration engineering design, FAA STC

certification and installation kit fabrication services in support of avionics and aircraft systems

upgrades for commercial passenger, cargo, and military operators worldwide. In service to the

aviation industry since 1987, our turnkey solutions are backed by decades of system integration

and manufacturing experience and a commitment to the satisfaction and success of our

customers. For additional information please visit our website at www.asminc.net.

About JANA

Founded in 1973, JANA is a third-generation family-owned business with its headquarters in San

Antonio, Texas. JANA is a leading engineering and technical documentation services company

with nearly 50 years of experience in providing best-in-class service and software solutions to

many of the nation’s largest and most successful aerospace and high-tech companies. For

additional information please visit our website at www.janacorp.com.
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